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Granada Deluxe. Style, adjustability and a unique lumbar support.
Granada Deluxe seating is the next generation of comfort and

Granada Deluxe has the largest back/lumbar height adjustment

support. Global has revisited its famous current Granada series

range in our industry (5¼") ensuring you can get the support exactly

giving it a more contoured shape, with slightly larger seat and

where you need it.

back, more heavily padded cushions and with a new modern arm
pad design.

1170-2 High Back Synchro Knee-Tilter in Luxhide, Black (BL20) with Black
base. Leather and Vinyl models feature additional stitch details.

Width adjustable “T” arms with soft
touch self-skinned urethane armcap (3B).

Height adjustable “T” arms are standard
on task seating for effective arm support.

1171-3 Medium Back Multi-Tilter in Momentum, Mime Azure (MI74) with
Black base.

Height adjustable back/lumbar support.

Adjustable seat depth is standard on
multi-tilter models and optional on
knee-tilters.
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Granada Deluxe features a new Soft Descent pneumatic cylinder

Select models feature a Schukra depth adjustable lumbar support

lift that allows you to gently lower the chair to exactly the right

allowing each user to adjust the curvature of the back to exactly

seat height, without any shock to your spine (a Global exclusive).

match their body and support requirements. Granada Deluxe will
likely be the most comfortable sitting experience you have ever had.

1171-5 Medium Back Operator Chair in Momentum, Mime Azure (MI74)
with Black base.

All Granada Deluxe models feature
contoured seats with waterfall edges.

Schukra lumbar support is adjustable in
and out horizontally to suit users needs
and comfort requirements.

1178-5 Operator Stool in Momentum, Mime Azure (MI74) with Black frame.

Leather and Vinyl models feature
additional stitch details.

Optional Polished Aluminium (ALU) base
with Black end guards.
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Granada Deluxe Multi-shift HD 24 HR Multi-tilters.
Granada Deluxe 24 HR models are constructed with heavy duty

Intended for active users up to 350 lbs, these rugged chairs are truly

components for multiple users who will occupy the chairs up to

intended to stand the test of time in intensive use work environments.

seven days a week, three shifts a day.

TS1170-3 High Back 24 HR Multi-Tilter HD in Momentum, Candid Sand (YZ19)
with Black base.

Seat cushion is made with Ultracell
high density (HD) and high resilient
(HR) foam.

Clear, protective edge bumper all around
perimeter of back to prevent damage
from impact with other furniture.

TS1191-3 Medium Back 24 HR Multi-Tilter HD with Schukra in Momentum,
Candid Sand (YZ19) with Black frame.

Heavy duty tilt tension control provides
customizable tilt resistance for individuals
who weigh up to 350lbs.

Standard base is made from reinforced
nylon with carpet casters.
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Granada Deluxe: functional features (on select models)

Tall and wide back.
Three back heights available.
Schukra™ depth adjustable lumbar
support is standard on selected models.

Compound curved back.

‘3B’ arm is height and
width adjustable.

Concealed ratchet with 5¼" back
height/lumbar height adjustment.

Contoured seat with thicker
foam and sewn seat border.
Infinite seat angle adjustment.
Side activated seat depth adjustment.
Back angle adjustment.
Tilt-Tension adjustment
to match user weight.
Tilt lock control.
Soft Descent pneumatic cylinder
allows a smooth height adjustment.

Five-legged, injection moulded,
fibreglass reinforced nylon Black
spider base. Optional Polished
Aluminum base is also available.

Cover, left to right: 1171-5 shown in in Momentum, Mime Azure (MI74) with Black base and 1170-3 shown in Luxhide, Black (BL20) with Black base.
Inside, right panel: TS1170-3 shown in Momentum, Candid Sand (YZ19) with Black base.
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